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Abstract  

              Major problem lies under human resources, 

the problem is all about rape, harassment, murder, etc.  

‘Rape attempts’ are carried out in society since from 

centuries, sexual harassment has been affected female 

recipients in work performance and this issue has 

become the greatest problem in present generation 

respectively and may be continued in every edge of 

tomorrow.  Rape has plugged the world for centuries 

and still been continuing. Past three years report says, 

major rape attempts have been increased and going on 

increasing while. Presently we are losing the strength 

of girl/women participation in any society development.   

Major action against rape attempt was swept 

way from political hands.  Hence, in this paper instead 

of considering entire problems of society, only the 

issues regarding woman who are getting sexually 

assaulted.  This paper also provides the alternative 

solutions for many issues and glances over the action of 

violence, provides the best possible punishment for the 

commits. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  By understanding present generation way of 

thinking, it really feels more guilty and disturbed.  

Though present is 21st century, the world of doubt.  

Someone truly told that „world‟ is really gone change a 

lot in future and that is approximately true, as all are 

now experiencing present horrific generation. 

Generation is just a name; reality is something like 

development.  For present day people everything  looks 

like play thing, for an instant lets consider an realistic 

example – consider war, murder, rape, harassment ,etc 

people are moving like „train‟, they won‟t care others 

pain or problem, they are on their way and on one track 

of development. If anyone interacts with their happiness 

or with their life than they just destroy or do one or 

other thing. People want to grow further; they want to 

make money and want to spend money.   

Does one really think that women are back in 

performance, development or their aim and they don‟t 

have dreams like other? “Yes” they do have, they have  

 

many responsibility to carry.  They always aim 

for stars, the most wonder thing is that they all care 

about as. Why they are been dragged to ground. For 

each and every scope of occupation there is problem 

regarding women‟s hand in work. Is there any threat to 

world if they work? Are they dragging us down2? Why 

that many rules are made in society for girl child3? Why 

people of society are making unwanted rules for 

women/girl? M Pallavi Jane Pereira and Edmundo J. 

Rodrigues [5], 2014 expressed something brilliant 

sentence, as all know that women play a wonderful and 

fantastic role of homemaker and she is most soft 

hearted smart and hard worker 

As report that was enquired and discussed with 

neighbor. The answer was quiet simple from their point 

of understanding. One said, “3Family fears to send 

girl/women to work because they don‟t want to lose 

her, what if she is raped, and sexually harassed in work 

place” Other said”2 society  talks, we don‟t want to be 

blamed in society if something happens to our family 

girl, if something happens we lose our status”  best 

answer was  “4 society people them self are on ground, 

illiterate, and they even want to pull others to ground by 

forming some unwanted rules regarding girl child”, 

discriminating a girl child in society is not a great thing.  

The great thing is when the people push them up to sky. 

  Heard many story of girl/women bitten down 

on floor in some place, when the matter comes 

regarding „job, education and freedom‟ in their life.  

Over all 65.46% of women in our country are literates 

and remaining 34.54 are illiterate according to 2011 

scenes. Many girl/women lost their job and education 

manly because of rape and harassments in their locality. 

According to the National Crime Records Bureau 

(NCRB) 2013 „ANNUAL‟ report, 24923 rape cases 

were reported across India in 2012 according to 

(NCRB) of 2015 rate report say that  maximum rape 

attempt were been committed in Madhya Pradesh and 

Jodhpur was highest per capita rate on rape report in 

India. „Rape is considered as fourth most common 

crime against women in India‟. Merely like 848 Indian 

women are Harassed, Rape and Killed every day 
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according to December-21-2012 –says that seven out of 

ten are sexual harassed. As per recent report against the 

girl child abuse rate says that for every hour four 

children are victims for sexual abuse, now days result 

on rape has terrified us. Our society has programmed to 

remain silent about sexual abuse.  Most horrible, 

November-3-2017 a 1year old girl was raped by 33year 

old neighbor in outer Delhi [1].  A girl is confused 

about her society and their way of thinking is shown in 

figure-1. 

Figure 1: women under threat 

 

Normally no one needs an explanation 

regarding this kind of topic; because, everyone thinks 

they are smart enough in knowledge of rape awareness 

and handling society. Actually no is aware of it, 

especially present day teen.  As per report in Google, 

most of rape attempts are carried on university student 

and working women. Rennison C A [2], 2002, 

presented report that, over 91% of the victims of rape 

and sexual assault are female. Miller T R et al [3], 

1996, demonstrated a report that, around 8 out of 10 

rape victims know who actually did sexual attempt on 

them. They know what just happened with them but 

they keep silent till end. Women have same respect and 

priority in our society respectively. Having 50% more 

responsibility than men, they do survive in their life; 

it‟s not that easy to take place of sister, mother and 

responsible one.  First of all they are gender 

decremented and sexual assaulted, and secondly, they 

are blamed for many more reasons. Lastly, they are 

murdered for no reasons, why actually it‟s happening?  

It‟s all because society is lacking behind knowledge of 

life. As a woman in her work place is sexually harassed 

and raped  by her own working colleagues and member, 

around like 8% [4], and they are blackmailed by them 

for many reason like salary, work status, and for 

promotions.  They are made to stay in work place even 

after working hours and providing then heavy duty so 

that they can carry their work in night shift, most of this 

case are been done in work place. There is no doubt of 

saying women is been dragged down in other reason 

too, reasons are simple dowry, inequality, and they 

worthy of a lower Social status as we compare over the 

man around work [5]. In every rape attempts there is 

young man, who is not aware of sexual activity; he is 

just drowned in poison of lust. Black, M. C. et al [6], 

2011, built one statistical and research methodology 

that more than one-third of teen girls and women who 

reported raped before the age 18, and they experience 

rape as an adult. According to the range of age groups 

of victim went under rape attempts are shown in figure-

2.   

 

Around 34% are sexual abused and rape been 

done by their own family member [7], and when it 

comes to the matter of compliant and report from 

victim will be closed by their own family members. 

Same activity takes place in work places. There are 

many children who never knew the word „rape‟ in their 

life, but they were raped badly. Around more than 3.25 

lack children are at risk and threat of becoming victims 

of commercial child sexual exploitation every year [7], 

and it is dramatically increasing on and on. Only 12% 

of child sexual abuse is reported to the authorities [8]. 

When something is committed on girl then Public is 

totally ready to take over the responsibility of strikes, 

rally, and procession and other activities.  

Unfortunately, not everyone is ready take the part in 

stopping the sexual activity except some social activists 

and some Countable number leaders in certain places. 

The Report showing victim taking action on commit as 

shown is figure-3. 
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Figure-2: Complaint Report [9] 

 

 

As shown that, 10 women have been raped by 

10 male, as per report all 10 will file compliant to 

police but only 50% are true and reaming are wrong 

report, first reason is all because they don‟t want to 

expose the reality what had actual happened at sight, 

secondly,  they care about their family status and their 

own in society. Thirdly, they are been threatened by 

person. And lastly, sometimes their report  will be gone 

through the politically threads, so the victim might be 

given proper report but it will be proved are false by 

corruption issues, other 50% go for report because they 

keep their way to seek justices, some time they get but 

sometimes they won‟t, those will fight for justice till 

end.  Around 4% reports are given false by victim itself 

in authority. Table-1 shows the report of victim‟s 

undergone rape attempts in different years. As per M 

Pallavi Jane Pereira, Edmundo J Rodrigues [5], 2014, 

this is what the drastic comparison Incidents of Crimes 

against Women is going on as per the report of 2011 

and 2012. 

II.   PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Though women are viewed as threat and 

burden, morally they are much effective then men and 

smart hard workers, but the concept of inequality 

making lots difference now a days. Always country 

government proposes one or other rule for providing 

equality among gender but unfortunately only 70% of 

society follows, though others just fight for no reason. 

This generation is moving worse than expectation.   

In the days of kings and warriors rapist was 

not sentenced for prison but he was executed for death, 

if a man commits the rape on girl/women he was taken 

to judgment and then was taken to execution place soon 

he was proved as evil, he was hanged, tortured, 

chopped, stone throw, street rolled, etc were 

punishment on evil person. There was no delay of 

taking decision in behalf of matter. There are more than 

15 countries which are following rule of execution, so 

as per the worst condition going now days, we must 

consider those rule to be accomplished in every 

country; by sure there will be the drastic reduction of 

rape and sexual assaults in country. We need to follow 

those method for reduce the causes, when a person 

commits horrific moment with women, he is to be first 

enquired in court and when is proved as wrong, he is to 

be executed in public like the method our kings and 

ancestors used to do, by executing him in public, the 

public will watch him regretting the horrific mistake he 

had committed and they won‟t dare to repeat that 

mistake. If we execute him separately in central jail or 

in execution booth than no know one will see the pain 

and they would repeat the mistake. So following up this 

method would change world again.  Method of public 

Table-1: 

Incidents of Crimes against Women during 2007-2012 

and percentage variation in 2012 over 2011 
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execution carried on by early day leaders for the rape 

attempt as shown in figure-4. 

 

 

Figure-3: Methods, Man being executed in public [10]. 

Figure-4 shows the methods that might save 

countless number of women in world from rape and 

sexual assaulting.  So, people will sure stop committing 

sexual attack on women all because of fear of horrific 

death sentence in front of public.   
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